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1   Overview and setup
Cockpit is the Flyability official application used to pilot the Elios system.

Its main use is to serve as a cockpit, allowing to view the video from the aircraft thus enabling FPV flights.
In addition, a dashboard with flight and camera telemetry useful to the pilot is shown.

1.1   Installing the application

1.1.1   Get the application, download it onto the tablet
The application is distributed as a standard Android application file (.apk), available on my.flyability.com.

Using the USB connection of your tablet, copy the APK file to a place you can browse to using a file
explorer on the tablet. An alternate solution is to copy the file on a SD card, especially for Mac users.

Note : some tablets do not have file explorers provided; you may get a free one on the Google Play store.

1.1.2   Allow unknown sources in Android
Go to the settings screen on your Android tablet.

Based on your tablet brand, the architecture of settings menus may vary and may not be exactly named
as in this manual. However, the steps are similar and may just bear different names on your specific
model of tablet.

Go to Lock screen and Security.

Check if Unknown sources is enabled; tick it if it is not. A warning may appear about application security
concerns; you can acknowledge it.

1.1.3   Install the application
Using the file explorer on your tablet, browse to the APK file location you have just copied from your
computer. Tap the file to run the software installer. Some confirmations about access to specific features
may appear; you can acknowledge safely.

A Flyability icon should now be available in your application menu and your home screen!

1.2   Setting up the remote controller
If you already used a remote controller with your tablet, typically with the DJI GO app, some setup is
necessary to enable Cockpit to recognize it without other applications taking precedence.

1.2.1   Reset default application for the controller
You can skip this step if you never used the remote controller on your tablet since purchase or latest
factory reset.

Each time the remote controller is plugged and turned on, the tablet runs the default assigned app to
handle it and other compatible apps will not see it. The default app must be reset in such cases.

Open the Settings menu of your tablet.

Go to Applications.

Open Applications Manager.

In the list of apps, locate DJI GO or the one you have used before. Tap it.

In the next screen, select Set as default (the name is ambiguous).

In the next screen, tap Clear defaults.
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The default application for the remote controller is now reset.

1.2.2   Set Elios Cockpit as default application
Turn the remote controller on, make sure it has enough battery, and plug a USB cable between the
full-size USB port of the controller and the micro-USB port of the tablet (or USB-C if applicable).

If multiple applications able to handle the controller are present, a popup window asks you to pick one.
Depending on the tablet models, another option, “Just once” or “Always” is selectable. It is recommended
to choose Always, as you can later perform the actions in the section above to reset the defaults.
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2   User interface

2.1   Connection progress
The main screen is the one on which you land when running the app.

By default, it contains a Flyability logo and some information on the edges.

At this point, the application is waiting for a controller and aircraft to connect. When this happens, the
logo is replaced by the video from the camera and flight information appears on the sides.

The progress bar on the bottom informs of the current connection status using icons.

• Controller flashing (1) : the controller is being searched; connect it and make sure it is turned on

• Aircraft icon flashing (2) : the controller is recognized and is now looking for the aircraft. Make sure
the aircraft has a battery and is turned on.

When the connection process is complete, the progress bar disappears.

Hint

If Cockpit fails to reconnect with the aircraft even if the light is green on the remote controller, force
close and restart it. To force close the application, press the "Current applications" button (3) (some
tablet models this button on screen instead) and close Cockpit from there.
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2.2   Checklists

Checklists are shown to the user depending on the current operation. For instance, one is shown at
application startup and the other one appears when a aircraft has finished establishing the link with the
device running Cockpit.

You can check the boxes to keep track of your progress in the checking process.

These checklists can be customized; see further in the advanced topics.

The role of this checklist is for you to have them handy at the right moment. You can skip them even if
you have not checked the boxes by directly clicking on Continue.

Not all points are present on the same checklist. The points shown are specific to the moment the
checklist appears.

2.2.1   Disabling checklists
For users who are well acquainted with the routine checks, it is possible to disable checklists from the
settings. See further for more information.

2.3   Instrument panel
The instrument panel is fully shown once the connection is established and the application has received
data from the aircraft.
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2.3.1   Signal strength
Signal quality is shown on the top left; this includes signal strength on aircraft (1a), signal strength on
remote controller (1b) and measured video downlink quality (1c).

For additional information about the signal quality, use the specific Settings panel; explained further.

2.3.2   Warning messages and notifications
Warning messages (2) are for important events that require immediate attention or serious warnings.
These are shown in the middle top of the screen. Fix the cause of the warning to make it disappear.

Notifications of a less critical aspect can be acknowledged. Click the cross (3) on the right on a
notification to acknowledge and get it out of your view.

2.3.3   Battery status
This shows readings of both the controller (4) and aircraft (5) batteries, and the voltage going out of the
aircraft battery. The time elapsed since the aircraft was turned on (7) and the elapsed time of the current
flight (6) are also shown here.

Keep attention to the readings here to estimate remaining flight time. Especially when the aircraft is not
able to estimate a remaining battery level (5), you should rely on current reading to know when it is time
to finish the current flight.

2.3.4   Camera and video recording
This block shows data from the camera (8) : ISO, exposure, mode, white balance setting. It also displays
the video recorder state. If recording is in progress, a red background is shown along with the timer of the
current recording.
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Currently, recording happens as the aircraft takes off.

2.3.5   SD cards status
Status of the SD cards inserted in the aircraft is shown here (9). By a quick glance, you can check if the
required cards are present to begin a recording session.

In addition, if a SD card is malfunctioning or absent, a warning appears.

2.3.6   LED lights status
This block shows the LED lights on/off state (10), and the power percentage to which they are set.

Note that you cannot set the LEDs to full power until the aircraft takes off. This is due to the heat
generated by the LEDs that is only compensated by the propellers airflow while flying.

2.3.7   Altimeter
A counter (11) shows the current altitude of the aircraft, as read by the on-board altimeter. The aircraft is
initialized to altitude 0 at its current elevation when turned on.

An indicator (12) shows if the altitude hold mode is enabled as well. If the control mode of the aircraft is
set to manual thrust, piloting is more difficult. The indicator color change makes you aware of that point.

2.3.8   Heading
The compass (13) shows the relative heading of the aircraft. Keep in mind that there is no sensing of the
geographical North therefore this heading is relative to the aircraft startup heading.

At any moment, it is possible to set the current aircraft heading as the new reference heading. Tap the
compass to make the arrow point upwards for the current aircraft heading.

Warning

Heading drifts over time depending on aircraft and environmental conditions. It is a navigation aid,
not an accurate measurement tool.

2.3.9   Camera pitch
The on-board camera is mounted on a swivel, controlled by a motor. The dial (14) shows the current
vertical angle towards which the camera is pointing.

2.3.10   Settings button
This button (15) opens the settings screen. Tap the Back button of the tablet (19) to close them.

2.3.11   Restart button
The restart button (16) performs a full restart of Cockpit. Useful in case of video quality getting low after
some time or if data updates are stalling (indicators stuck, can be seen by checking timers).

2.3.12   User manual button
The manual button (17) gives access to this manual directly from Cockpit.
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2.3.13   Thermal camera target
The frame (19), which is optional, shows the field of view, or “safe zone”, of the thermal camera. Only the
objects inside this frame will get their thermal images recorded. Frame can be changed and/or hidden in
settings; see further.

2.3.14   Settings wheel focus
On the entire screen, some values shown can be altered using the parameter wheel. The currently
focused value is shown in blue between brackets (18). It is the one being modified when using the
parameter wheel on the ground unit.
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3   Settings
The settings screen is shown by tapping the Settings button (15). To close it, press the Back button (19) on
the tablet or the on-screen close button (6 below).

The settings screen comprises a list of tabs on the top that allow reaching various panels. You can click on
the tabs to bring the corresponding panels into view, or do a horizontal finger swipe gesture to go from
one to another.

3.1   About panel
Here are shown the different version numbers and identifiers of the Elios system. In any incident report,
please make sure to include the data shown here; this information helps Flyability to troubleshoot the
issue you are experiencing.

3.2   Image panel

This panel shows a button (1) to change video size on screen; there are two video sizes available, full
screen or a slight reduced window that is not overlapped by telemetry data.

The infrared camera target can be shown as a full rectangle, as corner brackets or completely hidden for
scenarios that do not require IR images; it is set using the appearance selector (2).

The checklists switch (3) is a way for users who are acquainted with the routine checks to remove the
automatic checklist display.

The thermal camera switch (4) enables or disables information related to the thermal camera such as
specific warnings.

The unit system (5) can be set to display the altitude in the desired unit. Select Imperial to read the
altitude in feet instead of meters.
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3.3   Radio panel

This panel displays detailed data about the radio link quality between the controller and aircraft. It can be
useful when testing range.

Normal flight operation should not require changing settings shown here. However, if you are in an
environment challenged by parasite radio signals or have other aircrafts flying in the same area, you can
take advantage of this panel.

This screen shows the noise on each radio channel the underlying system is able to use to stream the
video. By default, the automatic mode is enabled, making an automatic jump to a different channel if the
current one is deemed too busy for a quality link. You can force using a specific channel by tapping the
corresponding button.

By tapping the Auto button, you can resume the automatic mode for channel choice.
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3.4   Trim panel

This is the place where the user can trim a horizontally-drifting aircraft. Various controls are available to
perform trimming.

Using the touch frame to move the target (1), a trim position can directly be set (touch once first to
enable panel; this is a guard against unwanted changes when swiping panels). It is possible to change
one axis at a time by using the side sliders (2) as well. Fine tune the value using the arrow buttons (3), and
reset to the zero point of each axis by using the individual axis reset buttons (4). This operation should be
done with the aircraft armed in a wide open place with no turbulences.

Alternatively, the trim position can be recorded from the RC stick using the autotrim procedure, having
the instructions shown in the autotrim section (5). In detail:

• Have the aircraft flying in a safe place, if possible open enough to avoid wind currents from the
propellers blow back on the aircraft.

• Using the pitch & roll stick, find the position in which the aircraft is stationary. The small cross (6)
indicates the current stick position relative to the current trim.

• Press the Fn button to begin recording.

• While the recording progress bar fills up on screen, hold the stick into the position that makes the
aircraft steady. During this moment, values from the stick are collected to calculate an average that
will be the new trim position.

• New position is then recorded, unless the stick has moved too much during the recording. The trim
target (1) takes the position of the small cross (6) when recorded.

• You can attempt autotrim as many times as you want in a row. Each autotrim take is relative to the
previous trim setting; all that is needed is to fly the aircraft in the steady position and the application
takes care of saving it.
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Warning

If the trimming procedure of DJI GO was used in the past, please recalibrate the sticks before using
the trim feature in Cockpit.

Warning

Trim range is voluntarily limited to a part of the full control range. This prevents cases such as
accidentally pushing the trim value up to the maximum horizontal speed which makes the aircraft
difficult to stop.

3.5   Battery panel

This panel shows data about the current battery status : remaining load, voltage, current, battery time
(elapsed time since ) and internal resistance.

Also, it gives percentage of remote controller and tablet batteries load.
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3.6   Controller role panel

This panel shows the current role of the controller (pilot / camera operator) and allows pairing the current
remote controller with an aircraft.

Warning

Pilot and camera operator role assignment and RC-to-RC binding cannot be done here. Please use
DJI GO for this action.
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3.7   Status panel

This panel show the status counters of the aircraft, including total flight time. It also helps knowing when
the next maintenance should be scheduled.
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4   Warning messages
To ensure the best experience with Elios and prevent failures, the application will issue warnings when
necessary. It is important to take action as described in the table below when such warnings appear.

Warning

Failure to take the necessary actions after a warning can have consequences ranging from difficulty
to operate to severe damage, loss or personal injury.

4.1   Warning types
Multiple levels of importance are given to different warning messages, expressed using different colors.

COLOR SEVERITY EXPLANATION

Blue Information Advice for improving the user experience of the Elios system;
gives recommended actions which are good for most cases
but can be ignored depending on the pilot skill level.

Yellow Warning Point that requires attention.

Red Critical / Error Point that requires immediate attention. Safety of aircraft,
people and property can be impacted, or flight can be made
impossible.

4.2   Audible warnings
Low battery warnings trigger a flashing frame around the screen and an audible tone.

Make sure the System sound level of the tablet is raised so that the alarm tone can be heard, especially if
flights take place in a noisy environment. An alternative can be to use headphones.

4.3   Message explanations

WARNING TEXT EXPLANATION, ACTION TO TAKE

Battery level unknown - Use
voltage and time

The battery that was plugged was not full, and the Elios is not able to
evaluate its real load. It is not possible to have a percentage reading for
this battery; the pilot should rely on the voltage instead.
With a aircraft running the latest firmware, when the critical battery
level is reached, the corresponding warning is shown anyway with the
associated alarm sound.
In general, it is not recommended to fly on a non-full battery.

Low battery Elios battery has reached a low level. Consider finishing the current
flight.

Critically low battery - Land
now

Aircraft battery has reached a very low level. This is critical; immediately
land the aircraft in safe conditions and replace the battery with a fully
charged one to continue fliyng. Discharging a battery to a too low
voltage can get it damaged in an irreversible manner.

Controller battery low Controller battery is low. Even if the controller does not discharge as fast
as the aircraft, consider charging it soon.
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Cold or damaged battery -
Cannot fly

The on-board system has evaluated the battery as risky. Batteries with
the same conditions can have critical issues during flight, including loss
of power during flight and crash even if still charged at a good level. It is
strongly advised to avoid flying using the current battery.
Replace the battery before flight.
If you are in a cold environment such as during winter, the battery can
be faulty due to the low temperature although in good condition.
Replace the battery with one at a normal ambiant temperature. One
possibility to keep batteries warm is by using a special LiPo-safe bag
with built-in electric warmer. Please refer to the battery safety
guidelines for more information.

Propulsion system failure Failure detected in the aircraft propulsion system. A propeller may be
broken, loose or in the wrong place; can also signal a motor failure.
Check that propellers are in good condition, tightly attached to the
motors and each one is mounted to a motor with the correct direction
of rotation.

Manual thrust engaged. Move
switch down for altitude hold.

The altitude control lever is in the thrust position. Dismiss this warning if
you are comfortable flying in this advanced mode, or switch to altitude
hold mode instead.

Manual transmission channel
set. Use auto if quality is low.

Radio transmission channel choice is set to manual on the current
aircraft, likely during a previous flight. This is a reminder of this setting
since manual channel choice can decrease the video quality in
comparison with the automatic mode. On-board video recording
quality is not affected by this.
You can safely fly with the current transmission setting. If video quality is
low at some point, you can set the channel choice mode to automatic
to attempt to get better quality.

Camera SD card missing Check the camera SD card slot. If the camera card is already there,
check that it is properly pushed in.

Camera SD card full Camera SD card is full. Remove files from it to be able to continue
recording video.

Camera SD card error Error concerning camera SD card operation. Can be caused by a corrupt
card.

Log SD card missing - Cannot
fly

Check the log SD card slot. If no SD card is present, the aircraft cannot
fly. This is a requirement so that flight logs can be properly recorded.
Log files are required in regard to the Elios warranty. Insert a SD card in
the log slot with enough space available after having disconnected the
aircraft, then restart it.

Log SD card full Log SD card is full. Remove files to make room for new log recordings.

Log SD card error Either the SD card used for log recording is faulty or the aircraft has
stopped recording log files.
If this message persists, the current SD card can be damaged; this can
be checked easily by using a different SD card.

Thermal camera error -
Restart aircraft

The thermal camera cannot record at the moment. Restart the robot
once to restore recording. If the issue persists, please contact support.

Camera error The camera is encountering a problem that can affect recording. Also
caused by old camera firmware version; consider upgrading the camera
firmware especially after an aircraft firmware upgrade.
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If video quality is too low,
press the Restart button (will
restart application).

Depending on the circumstances, it has been noticed that video quality
can degrade over time after the application has started. If you notice
such a quality decrease, this message is a reminder that better video
quality can be restored by fully quitting and restarting Cockpit. Since
the Android OS, by design, does not fully terminate applications unless
explicitly done through the task manager, a shortcut is proposed to fully
quit and restart Cockpit which is the Restart button. This action clears
the video decoding buffers, ensuring optimal video quality.

Device temperature high The internal components of the tablet on which Cockpit is running are
hotter than during operation in normal conditions. It is likely that an
external source is heating it up, such as direct sunlight or hot ambient
air inside the facility. Take action to protect the tablet from overheating
to keep an acceptable transmission quality.

Device temperature too high
- performance is reduced,
flying not recommended

The tablet is too hot for safe operation. System can reduce video
transmission quality at that point to prevent overheating of the internal
components. Stop flying and store the tablet so that it cools down to
normal operation temperature. Do not put it inside a fridge or freezer
due to risk of moisture. You can use another available tablet to continue
the ongoing mission, provided its temperature corresponds to normal
operation conditions.
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5   Advanced

5.1   Customizing checklists contents
Checklists shown in Cockpit are built with the distribution. Should you need extra check steps in your
case or appreciate to customize the workflow of an inspection department, you can customize the
checklists contents for that.

Each checklist type can be customized by adding a file with the format explained below.

5.1.1   File format
A custom checklist is simply written into a text file using the JSON syntax as follows.

{
  "checklist_steps" : [
    {
      "title" : "Title of the first check"
    },
    {
      "title" : "Title of a second check"
    },
    {
      "title" : "You may add as many checks as you like"
    }
  ]
}

5.1.2   File paths
The custom checklists must be placed at a specific path in the device storage, starting from the storage
root: Flyability/Cockpit/Checklists/

Hint

Run the application at least one time; the directory above will automatically be created for you.

Using the file structure above, create the following files:

• mission_begin_checklist.json for the pre-flight checklist visible on startup

• new_subsequent_flight_checklist.json for the pre-flight checklist of the second and
subsequent flights of the mission; this skips checks that have to be done only at the beginning of the
mission

• robot_connected_first_time_checklist.json when the aircraft is ready for take-off, for the first
flight of the mission

• robot_connected_subsequent_time_checklist.json when the aircraft is ready for take-off, for
the second and subsequent flights of the mission

• end_of_flight_checklist.json for the post-flight checklist, shown a few seconds after the aircraft
is disconnected$
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5.2   Simulating camera footage
It is possible to replace the real camera footage by an arbitrary image. A typical use case for this feature is
the preparation of training material or showcase of a specific situation encountered during an inspection.

5.2.1   Using an image
To enable this feature, create the following directory, starting from the device storage root:
Flyability/Cockpit/Demo/SimPicture/

Then, simply put inside this directory the image you want to display as a replacement of the video
footage. The extension must be .gif, .jpg, .jpeg or .png. If multiple images are present in the directory, only
the first one listed by the system will be used. If Cockpit is already running, it must be restarted to take
the image into consideration.

Once you want to restore live camera footage, remove all images from the aforementioned directory (or
move them elsewhere) and restart Cockpit.
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